
Abstract 

Debarment action in execution proceedings 

 The thesis targets the interpretation of debarment actions in execution proceedings. 

Generally the thesis provides a definition of debarment actions as a legal institution for the 

protection of third party rights and of debarment action execution proceedings. On the other 

hand the thesis is very particular in terms of the specifics of individual forms of debarment 

actions. The interpretation does presented also refers to current jurisprudence as applied by 

Czech courts as regards debarment actions, as well as in further related cases. The legal 

interpretation points out to the possibility of future amendments to certain legal provisions.  

 The first Chapter of the thesis defines fundamental legal terms and institutions, which 

create a broader base for debarment action interpretations. The thesis focuses on the definition 

of notions of execution, the status of bailiffs, execution proceedings and the parties thereto as 

well as the sources of law including the definition of the inter relationship between Civil 

Procedure Code and Execution Procedure, which are cardinal for the main subject of the 

thesis. 

 The interpretation contained in Chapter two aims at general description of debarment 

actions, their subjects and status within incidence disputes and it also targets the legal 

institution of deleting items from the inventory pursuant to Art. 68 of the Execution 

Procedure, which is closely connected to debarment actions. 

 The debarment action proceedings and their characteristic features, issues pertaining to 

court authorization and jurisdiction, active and passive objective legitimacy, the debarment 

action requirements and all forms of debarment actions in execution proceedings are dealt 

with in Chapter three.  

 Chapter four focuses on the consequences of filing debarment actions and related court 

judgments. Within the definition of the consequences of failing to file a debarment action the 

debates over better type of law are briefly defined. 

 The next Chapter is divided into two parts, whereby the first part offers a general 

interpretation of the costs of proceedings, which is then followed in the second part by an 

interpretation of the costs of proceedings related to debarment actions.  

 The sixth and last Chapter deals with De Lege Ferenda Bills in the field of legal 

amendments to debarment actions. 


